
Vintage Race Rules:
1. All drivers participating must sign a liability waiver. Alcohol, illicit drugs and other controlled
substances are strictly prohibited from the race track and spectator areas.

2. The local race officials reserve the right to disallow from racing and/or eject from the premises
any person and/or their snowmobile for safety or security reasons.

3. All snowmobiles participating may be subjected to a tech inspection at the discretion of the
race official(s)

4. Only OEM snowmobiles of the 1981 and earlier model year are eligible. Snowmobiles are
classed according to the commonly used old original typewritten 1981 SSRA class listing. If a
snowmobile or model is not listed in the class listing, the race officials will class the snowmobile
into an appropriately competitive class.

5. When an engine other than the original is installed, the engine size and model will dictate the
class.

6. All snowmobiles and drivers must appear at and proceed through the pre-stage gates for their
prospective heat; there will be no direct travel from the pits to the start line unless directed to do
so.

7. Driver’s Age Limitations:
a) For stock classes J up to E, drivers must be at least 10 years of age.
b) For stock classes D up to AA, drivers must be at least 14 years of age.
c) For all mod classes drivers must be at lease 16 years of age.

8. It is also recommended that all younger drivers have attended the SSA Snowmobile safety
course or equivalent.

9. Lifting of the back of the snowmobile and turning the track without a proper three sided safety
stand is strictly prohibited in the pits, paddocks, pre-stage or start line areas. Lifting of the back
of the snowmobile and turning the track with or without a proper three sided safety stand is
strictly prohibited at the start line as well. Drivers disregarding this rule will be deemed to have
finished last in their heats. Snowmobile engine RPM while on the stand is restricted to just over
clutch engagement. Extreme revving of the engine for exhaust and engine warm up purposes is
strictly prohibited and may result in immediate ejection of the operator from the race.

10. All drivers must wear an approved safety helmet and eye protection (glasses, goggles, shield
etc). Both feet must remain safely on the running boards during the race. Drivers disregarding
these rules will be deemed to have finished last in their heat.

11. Snowmobiles must not exceed walking speed in the pits or just above clutch engagement
RPM. Snowmobiles are not allowed in the spectator or concession areas. This is at the discretion
of track personnel. Stunting and other unruly behaviour will not be tolerated and ejection from
the track may result.



12. Only the driver and his or her snowmobile are allowed at the start line. One pit personnel
may be allowed to assist at the start line but this will be at the discretion of the race officials.
Neither person may go past the start line. (IE no modifications to the start line area are allowed).

13. At the start line, snowmobiles must be positioned so ski tips are not projecting past the start
line and must not be farther than 2 feet from the start line, unless directed to do so by the race
officials.

14. Drivers leaving the start line before starter flag or light indication will be deemed to have
finished last in their heat. The line judge’s decision is final!

15. Drivers leaving their lanes during the race will be deemed to have finished last in their heat.

16. Use of tether switches will be mandatory and must be attached to the driver whenever the
engine is being started or is running. A working kill switch is recommended but not mandatory
when a working tether switch is in place.

17. OEM safety equipment, such as clutch guards and chain case covers must be installed and
functional.

18. Use of a snow flap is mandatory. Bottom edge of snow flaps will be no more than 1” from
the ground when the driver is seated on the snowmobile. Modified classes require a secured
snow flap for 2016. The 2015 season will be a grace period.

19. Brakes and steering mechanisms must be in good operational condition.

20. Heats are run in numbered sequence as shown on the draw board. The start line officials will
wait a reasonable time to allow for difficulties. If the driver misses his or her heat they will be
deemed to have finished last in their heat. If a discrepancy is detected on the draw board, please
consult a race official before the heat in question is run. Please don’t bother the board personnel,
but direct questions to a race official and they will investigate.

21. All tracks, rubber or cleated, must be in good operational condition. Tracks with frayed
edges, cracks, excessive missing lugs, exposed fiberglass rods, broken or cracked cleats (other
then factory pre-notched cleats), missing rivets, tears etc will not be allowed. Race official’s
decision is final.

22. Skis must have adequate ski loops, steel, aluminum or plastic, to prevent the ski from
“digging in” on rough surfaces. Race official’s decision is final. Ski skins are not allowed.

23. Starting light official will point at each individual racer at which point the racer will nod their
head to acknowledge they are ready. Once lane 4 has nodded the light official may start the race
at any point. All clubs have agreed to use this same system at all races so that all racers know
what expect at the start line.

24. All races will be charging $10 per person gate fees (preschool is free).

25. All races will have a $5 per class registration fee and a $5 per sled insurance fee.

26. Race classes will be the same at all races. All race venues will run the same classes and will
run them in the same order. The "Relic" classes will be 1973 and older. Classes will be as



follows: King of the Snow - open liquid mod - 700cc liquid mod - 600cc liquid mod - 440cc
liquid mod - 340cc liquid mod - 300cc liquid mod - 440cc air cooled mod - 340 air cooled mod -
300cc air cooled mod - stock AA - stock A - stock B - stock C - stock D - stock E - stock F -
stock G - stock H/I/J - Relic 1 lung stock - Relic 1 lung mod - Relic 340cc stock - Relic 800cc
stock - Relic 340 mod - Relic open mod. Note that stock H and I and J have been consolidated
into one class and stock D fan and stock D free air has been consolidated into stock D.

“Stock” Classes:

S1) Stock class snowmobiles must remain in stock “as manufactured” condition. Stock
snowmobiles must use stock appearing steel skis (or aluminum if OEM equipped), hoods, seat,
windshield, fuel tank, belly pan etc. This is at the discretion of the race officials. No
modifications to exhaust, carburetors, and internal or external engine parts are allowed.
Suspensions may be altered or replaced with reasonably vintage components in order to
accommodate safer rubber tracks.

S2) Hoods must be in place and securely fastened. The air box may be removed or altered.

S3) No more than 50 traction devices are allowed and include studs, picks, claws, hookers,
talonic cleats, etc and must be factory built. “Home made” traction devices are not allowed. All
traction devices must be declared at time of registration

S4) Replacement engines shall be of proper application for the make and model in the stock
classes.

S5) Replacement/upgrade of carburetors is allowed as long as the replacement carburetor does
not have a venturi larger than the original. “Flat side” carburetors are not allowed.

S6) Clutches may be upgraded from stock. There will be no limitation on clutch engagement
RPM.

S7) No stutter boxes allowed in any classes

S8) Track lug height may be not more than ¾” when measured at the center point between
adjacent lugs using a straight edge. Track length must be stock or not to exceed 121” and must
not extend past the rear of the stock tunnel.

S9) Replacement parts and assemblies that were available in 1981 or earlier shall be used where
reasonably possible.

S10) “Race Fuel” and aviation fuel is allowed in the stock classes. Oxygenated and nitro based
fuels are not allowed in any class.

“Modified” Classes:

M1) Any snowmobile with modifications to or non stock replacement of the exhaust system,
internal engine parts, port timing and size, over sized carburetors, milled heads, base gasket
spacers, etc. will be required to run in the appropriate “Modified” classes. “Big Bore Kits”, if



available in 1981 or earlier, will be allowed in the appropriate Mod and King of the Hill classes,
depending on displacement. “One Lunger” racers are classified as modified.

M2) Mod classes are to be any 1981 or older OEM production snowmobile chassis and engine
(cases and cylinders) of any size displacement, number of cylinders or of any type of
intake (reed, rotary or piston port) with any internal or external modifications allowed. Only
components intended for snowmobile use are allowed (IE: no motorcycle or outboard). All
chassis must be an OEM production tunnel and bulkhead or exact replica there of. Reproduction
chassis will be allowed as long as they maintain correct stock dimensions. No aftermarket (Wahl
or Anderson) or custom chassis and tube front ends will be allowed.

M3) Clutch guards, snow flaps, ignition kill switches must be installed and functional. Tether
switches are required and must be used. Only steel or aluminum skis are allowed in the mod
classes, plastic skis and or ski skins are not allowed

M4) All snowmobiles in the modified classes must have a hood and belly pan effective with the
2014 race season, NO EXCEPTIONS! Belly pans for the mod classes are defined as full factory
type belly pan, or, as a minimum, .090 aluminum or equivalent steel pan, attached at the widest
front edge (spindle area) and going back to the widest edge near the running board, enclosing the
area underneath clutches and chain case

M5) Maximum allowable track lug height is 1” in the modified classes. Maximum allowable
track length in the modified classes is 121.

M6) Replacement engines of other makes and models are allowed in the modified classes.
Replacement engines must be of 1981 and earlier and be for snowmobile application.

M7) There is no restriction on the number or length of traction devices in the modified classes.
Traction devices include studs, picks, chisels, claws, hookers, talonic cleats etc and must be
factory built. “Home Made” traction devices are not allowed.

M8) Brakes and steering mechanisms must be in good operational condition.

M9) Replacement engines of other makes and models from the chassis are allowed in the
modified classes. Such engines and their components must have been available in 1981 and
earlier.

M10) Replacement parts and assemblies that were available in 1981 or earlier should be used
where reasonably possible. Components like flat side carburetors, nitrous oxide injection and
other modern technologies are not allowed. Clutches, drive and/or driven, may be upgraded.

M11) “Race Fuel” and aviation fuel is allowed in the modified classes. Oxygenated and nitro
based fuels are not allowed in any class.

M12) Any tunnel extension must be enclosed to the same height off the ground as the rear of the
stock tunnel. It must be of the same thickness material as the stock tunnel or greater and must
exceed the length of the track.

M13) Modified snowmobiles which have a full factory type belly pan in place must have a clutch
guard as follows. Must be separate of the cowl and cover clutch perimeter and faces down to the



centre of the clutch bolts. Cover must be made of .090" aluminum or equivalent steel material
and the outer perimeter covered with appropriate heavy belting. Other cover material is not
allowed. If made of 0.125” aluminum or equivalent material, belting is recommended, but not
required. Snowmobile with removable side panels may bolt clutch cover to the side panel to meet
this requirement

M14) Snowmobiles which do not have a full factory type belly pan installed must have a clutch
guard as follows. Clutch cover must have full facial coverage and 360 degree elliptical coverage
in the direction of belt travel. Clutch cover must be made of 0.090” aluminum or equivalent steel
material and the outer perimeter covered with 6" belting. Other clutch cover materials are not
allowed. If 0.125” aluminum or equivalent material is used, belting is recommended, but not
mandatory. Clutch cover and related belting must be securely fastened

M15) “One Cylinder Mod” class is limited to 1973 model year and earlier. 1973 & Earlier One
Cylinder Mod class detailed rules are as follows:
1. Some modification to the chassis is allowed, weight reduction is allowed.
2. A hood of the correct application is required.
3. Only one cylinder engines of 1973 or earlier, with any ignition system, are allowed, no limit
on overbore...
4. A 1973 or earlier suspension must be used, but suspension swaps (IE bogey to 1973 & earlier
slide) are allowed.
5. A seat is required, belly pan is mandatory.
6. Modifications to or non stock replacement of the exhaust system, internal engine parts, port
timing and size, over sized carburetors, milled heads, base gasket spacers, drive and driven
clutches, skis, tracks (maximum 1” lug), traction products (no number limit) are allowed.

M16) All modified snowmobiles must have the snow flap securely fastened to the running
boards by either cables or chain to prevent "roosting". This race season (2015) will be a grace
period and secured snow flaps will be mandatory on all modified sleds for the 2016 race season.

M17) It will be mandatory that all drivers participating in 600cc, 700cc, open and king liquid
modified classes must wear an approved safety vest (similar to a EVS or TEK vest). This is
recommended for all other modified classes

M18) King of Snow class will now be $40 cash entry fee. All King heats will have only the first
place sled advance and 2nd, 3rd and 4th place will be eliminated.

Spirit of the rule: All rules have loopholes; it is the intention of the race organizers to provide an
honest sportsmanlike race meet. In the interest of good sportsmanship, race participants are
reminded that “the spirit of the rule” will prevail in all judgement cases and the decision of the
race officials will be final


